We design a planar array of connected silicon disks for improved molecular circular dichroism measurements in the near infrared. Full wave simulations demonstrate a volume averaged five-fold enhancement of the circular dichroism signal under normal illumination at the operating frequency. The enhancement is achieved by optimizing the disks according to three design requirements: Helicity preservation to obtain nearfields of pure handedness, spatial inversion symmetries to avoid introducing biases, and a resonant response to obtain large near-field amplitudes. The understanding and formalization of the requirements, and the analysis and optimization of the structures is facilitated by the Riemann-Silberstein representation of electromagnetic fields.
Chiral objects are omnipresent in and all around us. Ranging from the double-helical structure of our DNA, extending over our hands -that originally lent the property its name -up to the spiral galaxies in the sky. Chiral objects, which are not super-imposable onto their mirror images by any translation or rotation, play a fundamental role in modern science as well as life itself. The reason for which living nature tends to have a bias for molecules and macroscopic structures of a certain handedness, is still one of its greatest secrets.
1 Apart from the fundamental questions arising due to the violation of mirror symmetry in the laws of our universe, we often deal with more pragmatic problems. Enantiomers, being pairs of mirror-image chiral molecules, often react differently in biological organisms due to the chiral specifications of the cells' receptors. As a result, drugs consisting of chiral molecules can have profoundly different therapeutic and/or toxicological properties. 2 Sharing the same atomic composition, pairs of enantiomers are indistinguishable when measuring their scalar physical properties. It is only in the interaction with other chiral objects, that they unveil their chiral nature. In optics, the most common chiral object that is dealt with is circularly polarized light (CPL). Upon interaction with light, a chiral molecule exhibits a preferential absorption for either left or right circular polarization, measured by means of circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy. In a traditional CD setup, the molecular solution is sequentially illuminated by propagating beams of different polarization handedness, and the total outgoing power is recorded in each case. The CD signal is the difference between the two power measurements. Chiral light-matter interactions, however, are typically of small magnitude compared to the achiral interactions. For samples of low molecular concentration, the impossibility of indefinitely increasing the illumination power leads to long measurement times, often of several hours cite**, that are needed in order to elevate the CD signal over the noise. Moreover, some envisioned applications e.g. in the context of lab-on-a-chip, require the testing of minute quantities of analytes in small volumes that are not easily accessed by a focused propagating beam. High field intensities in confined volumes are hence required. This need 2 is precisely met by exploiting suitable photonic nanostructures that resonantly enhance the near-field. But this is not the only requirement. Ideally, the near-fields must be of pure handedness. A near-field of mixed handedness is similar to a traditional CD setup with the two beams having mixed polarization handedness, which would diminish the CD signal. To enhance the CD signal, modern nanofabrication techniques provides us with tools to fashion metallic or dielectric structures that resonantly interact with light, e.g. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] But in most of these structures, the requirement of pure handedness in the near-fields is not considered. For example, despite their immense near-field enhancements due to the excitation of plasmonic resonances, metallic structures often lack the ability to preserve the helicity of the illumination. This leads to hot-spots of both polarization handednesses, i.e. different helicities, in the resulting near-fields. On the other hand, recent work shows that metal-based structures are still able to meet the requirement of helicity preservation by carefully designing them in order to overlap "magnetic" and "electric"-like modes. 10 The effectiveness of this electric/magnetic balance can be traced back to the electromagnetic duality symmetry of a scatterer, which, by definition, preserves the helicity of the illuminating field and hence allows for near-fields of pure handedness (see e.g. 15 ). Other recent proposals 11, 16 exploit the off-resonance helicity preservation properties of homogeneous dielectric spheres. 17, 18 Besides the inability to preseve the helicity in the near-field, some of the proposed structures are chiral. This can bias the CD measurements in two ways. On the one hand, if the structure has absorption, it will introduce an offset in the CD signal. The distinction of this usually strong CD signal from the much weaker molecular CD signal requires an accurate calibration to not compromise the detection of the actual molecular signal. Additionally, even if the structure is lossless, its chiral character may result in different near-field enhancements upon illumination with beams of different handedness but equal power. This difference will bias the molecular CD measurement as well. For systems based on non-mirror symmetric unit cells, this problem has been addressed, for example, by interaction with the two mirror versions of a chiral array, 9 or by combining the two asymmetric unit cells onto the same structure. 13 Other so-3 lutions use mirror-symmetric structures. 7, 8, [10] [11] [12] 16 Besides inversion symmetries and helicity preservation, a strong interaction of the structure with the illuminating field is obviously desired.
In this work, we demonstrate by full wave numerical calculations the importance of using achiral and helicity preserving nanostructures with a strong scattering response to significantly increase the CD signal obtained from an absorbing chiral environment. The considered structures are planar arrays of connected silicon cylinders, whose aspect ratio is tuned such that the excited electric and magnetic dipole resonances of the cylinders meet the helicity preservation condition for normal incidence at a given excitation wavelength. The resulting scattered field will show an increased near-field intensity and, crucially, maintain the helicity of the illumination to a high degree. Additionally, the appropriate spatial inversion symmetries of the disks ensures equal interaction with incident fields of both helicities, which avoids unwanted biases in the CD measurements. These properties lead to an increased difference in volume averaged optical chirality between left and right CPL illumination in the space surrounding the disks. Consequently, the differential absorption by chiral molecules can be efficiently increased. The proposed system shows a volume averaged five-fold increase in the transmission CD signal. This translates into a five-fold reduction in the CD measurement integration time for reaching the same signal-to-noise ratio, or into a five-fold increase in the signal to noise ratio for a fixed integration time. The volume average response guarantees that no special care is required to place the molecule at specific locations relative to the nanostructure, which makes the concept directly applicable to many measurement schemes.
The geometry of the system has been chosen so that it is realizable with methods such as, e.g., 3D laser lithography.
In the rest of the article, we start by describing the problem and formalizing the design requirements. Then, we show that silicon disks can be taylored to meet the requirements, first using a single disks and later considering a planar array of disks connected by thin rods.
Finally, we evaluate the CD enhancement of the connected array. After introducing the 4 problem using the most common formalism, most of our analysis is done using the RiemannSilberstein representation of Maxwell's fields, 19, 20 and the advantages over the electric and magnetic field representation in this context are highlighted. We assume monochromatic fields with a exp(−iωt) dependence throughout the article.
The interaction between the electromagnetic field and a small enough object, like a molecule or a nanostructure, can be treated in the linear dipolar approximation. In the most general case, the dipolar response of such an object is governed by a 6×6 polarizability tensor which relates the external electric and magnetic fields E(r 0 ), H(r 0 ) ∈ C 3 at the position of the object, to the induced electric and magnetic dipoles p(r 0 ) and m(r 0 ):
where the α ab are 3×3 tensors. We now consider the absorption of a randomly oriented molecule at position r 0 , immersed in a lossless medium characterized by electric permittivity and magnetic permeability µ. The rotational average of the single-molecule absorption for different orientations is often approximated by the absorption of a rotationally averaged polarizability tensor, where all the α ab turn into scalars. For scalars, we have that α em = −µα me because of reciprocity. 22 If we furthermore assume that the field scattered by the molecule is much smaller than the external field, we can quantify the absorption of light by a randomly oriented chiral molecule located at a position r 0 by
where c = 1/ √ µ, α ab denotes imaginary part of α ab , and α ab its real part. C(r) is the optical chirality density, a measure for the chirality density of the electromagnetic field.
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We observe that the absorption can be decomposed into an achiral and a chiral part. We are interested in the difference of absorption for two illuminations of opposite handedness, 5 everything else being equal. In this case, the achiral absorption does not depend on the handedness of the illumination, and the differential absorption of the molecule ∆A for left versus right handed illumination is given by
The reason for the small differential absorption of chiral molecules lies in the intrinsically small values of α em in Eq. (3), which typically renders the chiral absorption much weaker than the achiral absorption. 24 Larger differential absorption and thus higher sensitivity with respect to enantiomeric sensing, however, can be achieved by a suitable nanostructure that enhances ∆C compared to a standard CD measurement without the nanostructure. Problematically, nanostructures in general do not conserve the polarisation handedness of the illumination during the scattering process. For example, the near-field of a general nanostructure illuminated with left (right) CPL locally also contains negative (positive) optical chirality values, often in a roughly equal mixture. Consequently, chiral molecules at certain locations may show increased differential absorption, but the effect will be significantly attenuated or even canceled by chiral molecules at other locations where the optical chirality has the opposite sign. Therefore, it is crucial to use nanostructures whose near-fields show enhanced optical chirality densities exclusively of the same sign as the illumination, or in other words, to use nanostructures that preserve the helicity of the illumination. We now analyze the problem and formalize the requirements using symmetries and conservation laws.
The most effective way to treat the helicity of an electromagnetic field is by using the
Riemann-Silberstein vectors:
19,20,25
which are the eigenstates of the helicity operator with eigenvalues ±1. For example, in a field that can be decomposed into an arbitrary number of propagating and evanescent plane 6 waves that are exclusively left (right) circularly polarized, G − (G + ) vanishes at all spacetime points. 26 In fields that contain both polarization handedness, both G + and G − are non-zero.
One of the advantages of using G ± in the present context is the connections between the helicity eigenstates and optical chirality
which reveals an arguably more intuitive relationship than using E(r) † B(r): The local optical chirality is proportional to the difference between the local square norm of the two helicity eigenstates. When we consider the electromagnetic energy density in the Riemann-Silberstein basis
we can write the ratio
from which one can easily deduce that, for a fixed energy density
, the optical chirality values are extremal when either G + or G − vanishes, i.e. when the field is of pure helicity. Also the maximum difference ∆C/U = 2ω c and thus according to Eq. (3) the maximum differential absorption ∆A for fields of fixed energy density is achieved in the near-field of a scatterer when there is no conversion between the two helicity components for both illuminations (see 29 ) .
From this discussion, we can pinpoint two requirements for a nanostructure to efficiently enhance the circular dichroism obtained from chiral molecules: First, helicity preservation and second a strong scattering response featuring strong near-fields, such that large energy densities and thus large optical chirality values are obtained. We also require that, at each 7 point r, the absolute value of the enhancement is the same when we change the handedness of the field illuminating the nanostructure while keeping every other property of the illumination unchanged. This third requirement is needed to avoid that the molecules are illuminated with pure helicity fields of different intensity, which results in a biased CD measurement.
We can address this last requirement by structures with the appropriate spatial inversion symmetries.
Let us now consider the first requirement: Helicity preservation. The symmetry that ensures helicity preservation of an electromagnetic field is the duality symmetry. This symmetry is typically broken by the presence of matter. Duality symmetry, and therefore also helicity preservation for any illumination, can be restored for the macroscopic Maxwell equations under the condition that the ratio of permittivity to permeability is the same for all involved materials r (ω)/µ r (ω) = const.. 14 The fact that natural materials do not show a significant magnetic response in many frequency bands (e.g. in the optical regime µ r ≈ 1)
prevents us very often from finding helicity preserving (or "dual") materials. However, when objects can be treated as dipolar scatterers, they can also be made helicity preserving in that approximation by chosing appropriate combinations of materials and geometry. 17, 18, 27, 30 To obtain a dual symmetric dipolar scatterer the tensors in Eq. (1) must meet α ee = α mm and α em = −µα me . Such a particle will preserve the helicity of any illumination, that is, it will not couple the incident G ± , which will independently excite dipole moments in the object related by p = ± i c m. Such combinations radiate dipolar waves of well defined ±1 helicity.
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The condition of dipolar duality can be relaxed when the illumination conditions are known a priori to a good approximation. It is then possible to design particles with a high degree of helicity preservation upon prescribed illuminations. This is the setting that we exploit in our article.
We will now first show that the aspect ratio of a silicon disk can be optimized so that it meets all three requirements for a particular frequency under on-axis illumination. The aspect ratio is chosen so that the electric and magnetic dipolar response are resonant in 8 the same spectral regime and, additionally, combine to preserve the incident helicity to a
high degree. We then analyze the helicity and optical chirality of the resulting near-field.
Afterwards the cylinders are arranged periodically in a square array which is embedded in a host medium and the transmission and optical chirality properties of the resulting array are investigated. Finally, we calculate the enhancement of circular dichroism in transmission obtained from a solution of chiral molecules (modeled as a Pasteur medium) surrounding the array.
Results and discussion
Scattering from Single Cylinders: First, a cylinder in vacuum is illuminated with a linearly polarized plane wave propagating along the axis of the cylinder, as depicted in Fig. 1 [ Fig. 1 (b) ], only one of them meets the helicity preservation condition. The corresponding electric near-field is shown in Fig. 1 (d) . The Poynting vector distribution of the scattered field (red arrows) and the far-field calculation (inset) reveal that the energy is scattered mainly in the forward half space, and that there is practically zero energy in the specular reflection direction. This behavior is characteristic of cylindrically symmetric and helicity preserving objects: Helicity preservation and a discrete rotational symmetry 2π/n for n ≥ 3 are sufficient conditions for zero back-scattering. 32 Square arrays of optimized silicon disks have been reported showing almost zero reflection. 33, 34 They are an example of n = 4. Cylindrical symmetry is the case n → ∞. We now analyze the helicity of the near-fields around the cylinder under illumination with an on-axis circularly polarized plane wave.
Figure 2: (a) Top row: Cross sectional visualisation of the optical chirality density of the total electromagnetic field, normalized to the optical chirality density of the illuminating left handed polarized plane wave |C CPL | = ω/(2c)|E 0 | 2 :Ĉ = C/|C CPL |. Left: At the resonant and helicity preserving frequency. Right: At the off-resonant non-helicity-preserving frequency. Note the different color scales. The radius and the height of the cylinders are again r = 440 nm and h = 400 nm. The permittivity of the cylinder and the surrounding medium are s = 11.9 and h = 1, respectively. Bottom row: Cross sectional comparison of |G ± | = |E ± iZH| of the scattered field for the helicity preserving and resonant (left) and non-helicity-preserving and off-resonant (right) illumination. (b) Normalized conversion of optical chirality due to the cylinder. The normalized conversion is determined by the difference of integrated in-and out-going chirality flux divided by the integrated incident optical chirality flux.
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Optical Chirality Enhancement: The cylinder is illuminated with left circularly polarized light at 125 THz and 75 THz, which correspond to the resonant and helicity preserving case, and to a non-resonant non-helicity preserving case, respectively.
From the bottom row plots of Fig. 2 (a) , it can be seen that in the resonant case the scattered field is essentially of the same helicity as the incident field. For a perfectly dual structure ( = µ) no helicity conversion at all would occur and consequently |G − | would vanish. A more explicit quantification of the helicity conversion due to the scattering process can be obtained by integrating the optical chirality flux across the surface of the cylinder [cf. Fig. 2 (b) ]. For absorption-less scattering objects consisting of isotropic materials, the conversion of helicity due to the scatterer vanishes when the integrated optical chirality flux into the structure is equal to the integrated outgoing flux. 35, 36 We see in Fig. 2(c) that this is the case at f ≈ 125 THz, in sharp contrast with the non-helicity-preserving off-resonant case [bottom right of Fig. 2 (a) ], where the scattered field contains roughly an equal mixture of both helicity components |G + | and |G − | resulting in low optical chirality values according to Eq. 7. The enhancement of the optical chirality density is shown in the top row of Fig. 2 (a) for both frequencies. As expected, the optical chirality enhancement is considerably stronger in the helicity preserving resonant case (left side of the figure) than in a non-helicity-preserving off-resonant case (right side of the figure).
The symmetry of the disk upon reflection across any plane containing the optical axis ensures that the results for incident right circularly polarized light would be identical except for a sign change in the signed quantities. From these calculations it can be concluded that the cylinder meets the three requirements, and can act as an approximately helicity preserving source of chiral near-fields for enhanced CD measurements. After the concept has been proven, we now advance towards a practical structure for a CD enhancement experiment. 
Transmission/Optical Chirality Enhancement of Periodic Arrays of Cylinders:
Making accessible meaningful volumes of chiral analytes requires a larger interaction volume between the structure and the molecules. Therefore, identical cylinders are arranged periodically in a square lattice with lattice constant Λ = 3r. The array is illuminated at normal incidence with circularly polarized plane waves. The use of a substrate is avoided, allowing both sides of the structure to be accessed by the molecules. In order to make the structure manufacturable, the cylinders in the simulation are connected with smaller rods We now investigate the enhancement of optical chirality in the medium surrounding medium the connected array for r = 380 nm and f = 136 THz. We compute the normalized optical chirality enhancement asĈ = C/|C CPL |, where |C CPL | = ω/(2c)|E 0 | 2 is the absolute value of the optical chirality density for the circularly polarized plane wave of amplitude E 0 used as illumination. The normalized optical chirality enhancementĈ = C/|C CPL | is integrated across the surrounding medium in the computational domain and divided by its volume to get a measure for the volume averaged chirality enhancement:
The volume of the surrounding medium is given by V = 3r × 3r × (h + 400 nm) − V s , where V s is the volume of the silicon structure. The result of this computation is shown in Fig. 3 (d). A maximum in the volume averaged chirality enhancement above 6.5 is observed at the optimal frequency. The corresponding distribution ofĈ can be seen in Fig. 3 (c) . The strong enhancement of optical chirality in the system reflects the simultaneous enhancement of the near-field intensity due to the dipole resonances and low conversion of the helicity of the illumination. Enhancement of CD-Signal: Finally, the surrounding medium of the array is replaced by a non-dispersive, absorbing Pasteur medium, described by the constitutive relations
The considered medium is characterized by r = 2.25 + 0.03i, µ r = 1, and κ = 0.001i. The imaginary parts of the permittivity and the chirality parameter κ are needed to simulate achiral and chiral absorption, respectively. The array is illuminated by plane waves of leftand right handed circular polarization and, in each case, the decomposition of the transmitted 16 power into the two helicity components is computed. The calculation is done by first splitting the two helicity components of the Poynting vector
and then integrating their normal (z-) components on a plane parallel to the array and located in the side opposite to the illumination source. Equation (10) 
The TCD enhancement for the considered cylinder array is shown in Fig. 4 (b) . A TCD enhancement slightly above 5 is observed at the frequency featuring helicity preservation.
Reassuringly, the shape of the TCD enhancement curve shows excellent agreement with the volume averaged chirality enhancement in Fig. 3 (d) , indicating that the enhanced TCDsignal has its origin in the increased chiral absorption as described by Eq. (3). It is important to point out that additional simulations show that the enhancement is independent of the magnitude of the imaginary parameter κ in Eq. (9) . This has been verified up until when the mesh requirements exceed the available computational memory. For decreasing values of |κ|, an ever finer mesh has to be used for reducing the mirror symmetry breaking that is artificially introduced by meshing the cylinders. Alternatively, a mirror symmetric mesh can alleviate the problem. 37 
Conclusion
We have formalized three requirements for nanostructures to enhance without bias the CD signal of a surrounding solution of chiral molecules: helicity preservation, appropriate spatial inversion symmetries, and a strong (resonant) response. Our analysis, based on symmetries and conservation laws, and performed with the Riemann-Silberstein representation of the electromagnetic field shows that the aspect ratio of silicon disks can be tuned to meet the three requirements at a particular frequency under on-axis illumiation. A five-fold volume average enhancement of the transmission CD signal is shown for a planar array of connected disks. Compared to the case where the array is absent, the enhancement would provide a five-fold reduction of the measurement integration time for a given target signal to noise ratio, or a five-fold increase in the signal to noise ratio for a fixed integration time.
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Except for the calculations involving the Pasteur medium, all the computations in the paper have been performed with JCMSuite. In particular, JCMSuite has the built-in ability to compute the optical chirality conversion in light-matter interactions. 35, 36 We have used this feature to produce Fig. 2(c) 1 Implementation of chiral constitutive relations COMSOL allows the user to modify the underlying equations that are used for the calculations. This provides the freedom to implement bi-isotropic constitutive relations:
Again, κ is the chirality parameter of the medium. For the sake of generality we also include the parameter χ that is used to describe a cophasal magnetoelectric effect. Media that exhibit χ = 0 are nonreciprocal.
The modifications are applied to the Wave Optics Module used in frequency domain. ewfd.murinvzz*(ewfd.Bz-(chi+i*kappa)/c0*ewfd.Ez))/mu0 const ewfd.dHdtx : (ewfd.murinvxx*(ewfd.dBdtx-(chi+i*kappa)/c0*ewfd.iomega*ewfd.Ex)+ ewfd.murinvxy*(ewfd.dBdty-(chi+i*kappa)/c0*ewfd.iomega*ewfd.Ey)+ewfd.murinvxz* (ewfd.dBdtz-(chi+i*kappa)/c0*ewfd.iomega*ewfd.Ez))/mu0 const ewfd.dHdty : (ewfd.murinvyx*(ewfd.dBdtx-(chi+i*kappa)/c0*ewfd.iomega*ewfd.Ex)+ ewfd.murinvyy*(ewfd.dBdty-(chi+i*kappa)/c0*ewfd.iomega*ewfd.Ey)+ewfd.murinvyz* (ewfd.dBdtz-(chi+i*kappa)/c0*ewfd.iomega*ewfd.Ez))/mu0 const ewfd.dHdtz : (ewfd.murinvzx*(ewfd.dBdtx-(chi+i*kappa)/c0*ewfd.iomega*ewfd.Ex)+ ewfd.murinvzy*(ewfd.dBdty-(chi+i*kappa)/c0*ewfd.iomega*ewfd.Ey)+ewfd.murinvzz* (ewfd.dBdtz-(chi+i*kappa)/c0*ewfd.iomega*ewfd.Ez))/mu0 const .
Before the implementation can be used, the following variables need to be defined: "chi", "kappa", and "c0=1/sqrt(epsilon0 const*mu0 const)" in "Component 1" → "Definitions" → S2 "Variables".
The implementation was tested by comparing the numerically obtained reflection and transmission coefficients of a chiral slab with a thickness of L = 500 nm embedded in air with their analytically obtained values. S1 We obtained a perfect match.
